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Excerpts from the book to be released at the end of 2014:

Light and Dark, Sound and No Sound, Harmony and Chaos, Love and Anger, all of these
powers are within us, and of course, much more. To maintain their balance is to heal our selves.
I have had the good fortune to have “heard the call” to heal, teach, and above all to expand
my awareness of my personal self and the Universe. From the age of 2 years old, I have been guided
by Divine impressions, guardians, visions, and incredible channeled information. I have been led
down many paths to heal myself and others. Often, it has simply been under the venue of Spiritual
counseling and Shamanic practices. Over the years it has expanded to Radiant Energy uses, mystical
healing through sound, color, angelic assistance, symbols, numbers in letters and Universal Laws.
I have been taught by Masters within the realm of Spirit, as well as Masters in the Human realm.
I’ve been compelled to share what I learn. I do this in the hopes that many individuals, as well as
healers, will use the modalities and increase the power of harmonious energy fields within their self
and throughout our world. I believe this will cause a 2/3rds majority of the human field of conscious
energy to tip the scale from negative output and attitudes to a stable and fundamentally positive
output and concordant attitudes that stir balance for our collective family.
This book, Codes of HealingK, stems from inspiration directed to me through several
sequences of dreams. It is always awe-inspiriting to awaken within a dream and realize a sacred gift
is being presented. In one dream, the Divine Feminine (whom I call WomanSpirit), was displaying
sounds encoded in an octagon with Hebrew letters, in color, and a variety of other symbols SHE
translated through the healing sounds of Tuning Forks. SHE revealed the Sounds of the Universe
in symphony integrated with Matter and the subtle energies we explore while in our human
existence: Emotions, Mental awareness, Ego activity, Soul inspiration, Physical expression and
Spiritual Overlays of Sacred Containment. In the first dream SHE presented Codes of HealingK
with Hebrew letters, prayers and mantras that could be placed on a human body and instigate healing
and balance. In sequential dreams, SHE presented 100's of codes to help the harmonious vibration
of every possible event in our lives. All of the information SHE presented were vibrations activated
through the use of Tuning Forks, stimulating overtones for the right vibrations to create balance for
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different imbalances. I made HER a promise I would put the information together, write a book,
present it to students and to those within our world who are interested, ready and also desirous to
fulfill HER call to health, harmony, and peace for humanity.
A Code of Healing is the use of tuning forks in conjunction with a visual technique and
affirmations to stir one’s nature into active healing and balance. A modality is created for specific
maladies. The visual quality is the use of Hebrew Letters contained within an Octagon of color.
The visual is a view of symbols to simply meditate on for a few minutes; and also as a “reading”
picture, viewing each portion from right to left and then within the center. Reading the affirmation
silently or out loud, encourages another step in releasing the code of healing. Tuning forks are the
final stage in activating the whole healing process. Wisdom teachers have known for centuries that
symbols, colors and sound stimulate the encoded energy and the knowledge locked within our
personal and collective unconscious is released when we contemplate, visualize and listen.
On the following pages are Codes of Healing. One is for a Soul Retrieval. The other is a
Code for the Lottery. A group of students are working on aligning their Spiritual Abundance through
the channel of the Lottery. I thought it might be fun for everyone.
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Code of Healing - Soul Retrieval

Affirmation #1: I lovingly call my soul back into my Holy Living Temple. I express its voice,
rejoicing in my wholeness.

Affirmation #2 (at completion): I AM ONE, COMPLETE AND WHOLE.
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Code by Hebrew Letter, Key Note, Color,
and Universal Laws

From First Sounding:

Hebrew Letter

Key Note

Color

Universal Law

Aleph

E

Very Soft Yellow

Love

Vav

C#

Red-Orange

Life Mastery

Olive Green

Completion

—

Low Ohm/Earth

Beth

E

Soft Yellow

Expression

Yod

F

Yellow Green

Wholeness

From Final Sounding (Corresponds with Malkuth/Kingdom of the Tree of Life)

Hebrew Letter

Key Note

Color

Universal Law

Mem

G#

Turquoise

Reversal/Reflection

Lamed

F#

Green

Cause and Effect

Kaph

A#

Violet

Tav

A

Indigo
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Contraction/Expansion
Universality

Code of Healing - Lottery Abundance

Affirmation: From the Well of Allness I create the power to accept financial abundance that is
available to me. I take the risk to mentally, emotionally and physically change from limited
acceptance to unlimited acceptance of financial abundance. I fully accept the gift of a large supply
of money from the Holy Spirit. I am the container for money to materialize in my world. I AM the
fountain for the flow of universal abundance. My fountain is connected to me in many ways and
as I fill with universal abundance I let it spill over into my human endeavors. I gracefully use the
gift so I may show appreciation to the Source.
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Code by Hebrew Letter, Key Note, Color,
and Universal Laws

Hebrew Letter

Key Note

Color

Universal Law

Daleth

C

Green

Creative Imagination

Aleph

E

Soft Yellow

Love

Tav

A

Indigo

Universality

Kaph

A#

Violet

Yod

F

Yellow-Green

Contraction/Expansion
Wholeness

Aqua (ocean of Consciousness)

Daleth is a door opener of souls, the cultivator of resources, such as money. Aleph is a risk taker and
allows unexpected surprises of abundance. Tav is the manifest world of Bina which contains the
energy of abundance and allows a manifest to occur. Kaph is the ability to receive from the Holy
Spirit and enjoy the gift of large supplies of money. Yod, is the Open Hand of the Divine always
giving.
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